Abstract. We consider the representation of primes in the form n 2 + n + p, where n is a positive integer and p is a prime. We prove that a subset of the primes having density 1 is representable in this form. We conjecture that every prime number ≥ 5 is expressible in the form n 2 + n + p where p is a twin prime, and we show that this conjecture implies the existence of infinitely many twin primes.
Introduction
Our main result in this paper is the following theorem. Theorem 1.1. There exists a density 1 subset S of the prime numbers such that for every q ∈ S, there exists a prime p and an integer n ≥ 1 such that q = n 2 + n + p. While Dirichlet's Theorem asserts that for each relatively prime pair a, b ∈ N the sequence {an+b} n≥1 contains infinitely many prime numbers, the question of how often an irreducible quadratic polynomial with integer coefficients assumes a prime value when evaluated at natural numbers is still an open problem. In this regard, Buniakowski's conjecture is well known.
Conjecture 1.2 (Buniakowski). Let f (x) ∈ Z[x] be a quadratic irreducible polynomial such that the sequence {f (n)} n≥1 does not have a common factor. Then, there exist infinitely many primes in the sequence.
However, it is even unknown if a general polynomial meeting the conditions as in Buniakowski's conjecture will always produce at least one prime number in the sequence {f (n)} n≥1 .
Notice that each polynomial f p (x) = x 2 + x + p, for primes p ≥ 3, satisfies the conditions in Buniakowski's conjecture. Theorem 1.1 says that a density 1 set of primes occur in the sequences {f p (n)} n≥1 as we range over all primes p ≥ 3. Our proof also gives a lower bound for the number of primes in the sequence {f p (n)} n≥1 for each p. Such a lower bound was also given by Granville and Mollin [2] ; however our result uses a different region and gives control of the error term which allows us to prove Theorem 1.1.
Sun [9] conjectures that any odd integer larger than 3 can be written in the form n 2 + n + p, where p is a prime. Theorem 1.1 can be seen as evidence towards Sun's conjecture.
Our result can also be seen as evidence towards the following conjecture * which originally motivated this work. Conjecture 1.3. For every prime number q ≥ 5, there exists a twin prime p and an integer n ≥ 1 such that q = n 2 + n + p.
To sum up,
• Conjecture 1.3 states that the set of prime numbers is contained in the union of the sequences {f p (n)} n≥1 as p runs over all twin primes.
• Theorem 1.1 states that a density 1 subset of primes is contained in the union of the sequences {f p (n)} n≥1 as p runs over all primes. • Sun's conjecture states that all odd integers larger than 3 are in the union of the sequences {f p (n)} n≥1 as p runs over all primes.
This paper is laid out as follows. In Section 2 we prove the following asymptotic formula, which apart from being interesting by itself, will allow us to prove Theorem 1.1 in Section 3. Theorem 1.4. For a prime p ≥ 2 let κ = κ(p) = 4p − 1, and fix A, B > 0. For x, y ∈ R large enough in the region x 2 log(x) −A ≤ y ≤ x 2 we have
In Section 4 we prove that the validity of Conjecture 1.3 would imply the existence of infinitely many pairs of twin primes. What is more, the validity of our conjecture yields a lower bound for the asymptotic growth of the set of twin primes. Section 5 addresses computational evidence -that Conjecture 1.3 holds for the first 100 million primes. Theorem 1.4 is an analogue to the main result in Baier and Zhao [1] , where the authors study the asymptotic distribution of primes expressible as n 2 + k, for square free k ≥ 0, in the same logarithmic region as we do. Our proof is a modification of the proof in [1] ; the control of the negligible terms relies on the same arguments as in their paper and so we refer the reader to [1] for that, while we derive in full detail the dominant term appearing in Theorem 1.4, since our argument is not immediate from theirs.
Finally, we thank Liangyi Zhao and Nigel Boston and an anonymous aide for their kind and useful answers to our questions.
From now on, by a twin prime we mean a prime number p such that either p − 2 or p + 2 is also prime. For x ∈ R, let us denote by π(x) the number of prime numbers less than or equal to x and by π 2 (x), the number of twin primes less than or equal x. For functions ψ, φ : [0, ∞) → R, we write ψ(x) ≫ φ(x) if ψ(x) ≥ φ(x) for x big enough. In particular, it is well known that
.
An asymptotic formula
Throughout the rest of the paper, let Λ be the von Mangoldt function, µ the Möbius function, and for k ≥ 1, denote
where the product is over primes p > 2 and −k p is the Legendre symbol.
The following result due to Baier and Zhao describes the asymptotic distribution of primes in the progressions n 2 + k, for square free k: Theorem 2.1 (Baier, Zhao [1] ). Given A, B > 0, for x, y ∈ R with x 2 log(x) −A ≤ y ≤ x 2 , and for k ∈ N, it is
Our aim in this section is to prove the following variation, from which we will deduce Theorem 1.1 as a corollary:
We give the proof of Theorem 2.2 in three subsections.
Proof of Theorem 2.2 Part 1:
The circle method. We start writing
where, throughout the paper, e(u) = exp(2πiu), z = x 2 + x + y. Next, we write:
For x, y > 0 take Q 1 = log(x) c (c fixed) and Q = x 1−ǫ , so that if x >> 1, Q > Q 1 . Our argument, as Baier-Zhao's uses Hardy-Littlewood's circle method ( [6] ). We give the necessary notations next. Definition 2.3. The major arc is the set
where
The integral over the major arc will contribute the singular series, which gives rise to the main term, as well as a tail term Φ(κ) together with other error terms. The integral over the minor arc gives also error terms. All error terms are controlled in Baier-Zhao's paper and we will refer the reader to the relevant sections of the work. Next we derive the dominant term in Theorem 1.4 from the integral over the major arc.
Let us denote
Likewise, for (am, q) = 1,
where for a Dirichlet character χ, τ (χ) stands for its attached Gauss sum and φ is the Euler totient function. By using (2.1), we can write
and
the ′ meaning that for the trivial character, what appears in the sum is Λ(m) − 1.
Next, also by using (2.1), we can write
. Now, observe crucially (this does not happen in Baier-Zhao's proof), that in the most inner sum in (2.2), the indices over which we are summing are odd. Since the gcd's of these r with 4q are d, it turns out that the d ′ s we are summing over in the outer sum are also odd, hence, the above expression becomes:
And this, can also be decomposed as
All told, the integral
Proof of Theorem 2.2 Part 2:
The singular series. Next, we will prove that
as the rest of integrals are negligible, as proved in [1] .
So, we start by expressing
Now, using the bound for the geometric series over m in (2.5), Cauchy and Parseval inequalities, the integral of the right hand side of (2.
The first term of (2.6) is, by orthogonality of the exponential
Since φ(4q/d) ≪ √ qQ, the integral 2.3 becomes (2.7)
We only have to consider square free q ′ s, since µ(q) = 0 otherwise. For these q's, we have d * = d, q * 1 = 4q/d, and (2.7) becomes (2.8)
for some fixed c 1 > 0.
Next, we study the term Σ(q) :
in (2.8), which can easily be expressed as
The treatment of these terms is also one of the key differences between our work and Baier-Zhao's.
First, notice that the only r ′ s that remain in the outer sum above are the odd ones, since in (2.8), the l ′ s in the inner sum are the odd ones, and d is also odd. In particular, this means that the numbers κ + r 2 are divisible by 4. Proof. Suppose that q is an odd prime. We have
Hence,
Now, notice that given r ∈ {1, ..., q} such that q | κ + r 2 , we have two odd r 1 , r 2 ∈ {1, ..., 4q} such that q | κ + r 2 i (i = 1, 2) and the r i are congruent modulo q: if r is odd, take r 1 = r and r 2 = 2q + r, otherwise, take r 1 = q + r and r 2 = 3q + r. Notice that r odd is equivalent to 4 | κ + r 2 . Reciprocally, odd r ′ s in {1, ..., 4q} with q | κ + r 2 come in pair (both elements in each pair are congruent mod q). Hence,
For q = 2, the left sum runs through the odd indices r ∈ {1, ..., 8} such that 8 | r 2 + κ, which is the empty set, hence this sum is 0 and so is Σ(2). Now, we can prove the following characterisation of Σ(q), for general square free odd q ≥ 1.
Theorem 2.5. For a square free q ≥ 3, we have Proof. We need to check that the assignment n → Σ(n)/2 is a multiplicative arithmetic function. For this, it is convenient to observe first that, by setting r = 2n + 1, we have
So, for odd integers q 1 , q 2 > 3 with (q 1 , q 2 ) = 1, we have
and analogously for Σ(q 2 ), since being (q 1 , q 2 ) = 1, if n 1 runs over all residue classes modulo q 1 , q 2 n 1 do so, and analogously for q 1 n 2 . Hence (2.9)
which is congruent, modulo 1, with
Hence, if both q 1 and q 2 are odd, Equation 2.9 yields
It is also easy to check with a similar argument as in Prop. 2.4, that for q odd prime, Σ(2q) = 0.
Hence, we have shown that (2.8) becomes
which, setting κ = κ(p) = 1 − 4p, can be rewritten as
Putting the results of this section all together, we arrive to (2.10) 
Second, analogously to [1] , by a similar use of Polya-Vinogradov's estimate, Gallagher's Lemma and Cauchy, Parseval and Besser inequalities, we obtain: Proposition 2.7. The following estimate holds:
for fixed c 4 and c 5 .
Last, by using Bessel's lemma, Parseval's inequality and Dirichlet approximation in exactly the same way as in [1] , we can control the integral over the minor arc:
Proposition 2.8. The following estimate holds:
This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.1
We end our work by proving Theorem 1.1 as a corollary of Theorem 2.2. Firstly, let us make precise what we mean by density in this work.
Definition 3.1 (Powell, [8]). A subset of prime numbers S is said to have density
Secondly, we need the following from Mirsky [7] .
Lemma 3.2. Denote by s(y) the number of primes p ≤ y such that 4p − 1 is square-free. Then we have
Proof. This is Theorem 2 of [7] for k = 2.
Corollary 3.3. There exists a density 1 subset S of the set of prime numbers such that for every q ∈ S, there exists a prime p and an integer n ≥ 1 such that q = n 2 + n + p.
Proof. We start with Theorem 2.2. Let x, y ∈ R with x 2 log(x) −A ≤ y ≤ x 2 . The equality in the statement of Theorem 2.2 also holds if in the inner sum we replace Λ(n 2 + n + p) by log(n 2 + n + p) and keep only the n's such that n 2 + n + p is prime. For, the remaining prime powers (on which the Λ function is supported) will contribute O √ x log(x)
in the inner sum before squaring, and
log(x) 2 in the inner sum after squaring, hence O x 3/2 y log(x) 2 over the full sum, which is negligible in comparison to O
† Notice that what we define here as density is defined as primitive density in [8] , in other words, by density of a subset S of prime numbers we mean the relative density of S with respect to the set of primes.
Take κ = 4p − 1, with p prime. If for x ≫ 1 there does not exist n with 2n + 1 ≤ x and such that n 2 + n + p is prime, then the inner sum corresponding to such p is |S(κ)|x/2. As in the introduction of [1] , |S(κ)| ≫ 1/ log(x).
Thus, letting N (y) be the number of primes p ≤ y/4 such that 4p − 1 is square-free and n 2 + n + p is not prime for any n, by (3.1) we have
giving
Because of the domain to which x and y belong we get
By Lemma 3.2 the number of primes p ≤ y/4 such that 4p − 1 is square-free and n 2 + n + p is prime for some n is ≫ y/ log(y) − N (y). Taking B = 4 we get that the number of these primes is ≫ y/log(y) − y/ log(y) 2 .
Dividing by π(y), we obtain, by using the prime number theorem, that the density of these primes is 1.
Relation of Conjecture 1.3 with some open questions
In the previous section we showed that 'most' primes can be written as n 2 +n+p where p is a prime. Recall Conjecture 1.3, which is the stronger statement that every prime q can be written as n 2 + n + p where p is a twin prime.
4.1.
A conjectural lower bound for twin primes. For a prime q ≥ 5 such that q = p + n(n + 1) with p a twin prime and n ≥ 1, let us denote by p q the smallest twin prime such that there exists some n q ≥ 1 with q = p q + n 2 q + n q . Notice that p q determines n q : indeed, if p q + n 2 q + n q = p q + m 2 q + m q , since the function x 2 + x is injective for x ≥ 0, we have n q = m q .
Next, we give an easy lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Let q ′ < q be prime numbers expressible as q = p q + n q (n q + 1) and q ′ = p q ′ + n q ′ (n q ′ + 1), with minimal p q and p q ′ . If n q = n q ′ , then p q ′ < p q .
Proof. If n q = n q ′ , then 
In particular, there exist infinitely many twin primes.
Proof. Assume the conjecture to be true and for every prime number q ≥ 5, consider the mapping q → p q . First, the number of integers m such that m 2 +m ≤ x is O( √ x). Second, let us split the set of primes less than or equal x as the union of the sets C p (x) := {q ≤ x : p q = p}, which are disjoint because of Lemma 4.1. Then, for each twin prime p ≤ x, |C p | is O( √ x) and
Since π(x) ≫ x log(x) , the result follows.
Computational evidence
Our computer verifications using Pari/GP show that, for the first 100 million primes q, there exists a twin prime p q and an integer n q ≥ 1 such that q = p q + n 2 q + n q with p q > q 1/3 and such that n q does not grow very fast (indeed it seems to grow with the logarithm of q). The fact of p q growing with q is in accordance with Theorem 4.2. In fact, for primes q satisfying our conjecture, we have the following bounds. Proof. If Conjecture 1.3 holds, the for a prime q ≥ 5, we have q = p q +n q (n q +1) ≥ 3 + n 2 q + n q , hence n q ≤ −1+ √ 4q−11 2 ∼ √ q, for q big enough.
As mentioned before, our computer tests outperform this upper-bound. As for a conditional lower bound for n q we have the following: Proof. For a prime q such that q = p q + n 2 q + n q , by Lemma 5.1, n ≤ √ q, for q big enough. On the other hand, either p q ≤ q/2 or n 2 q +n q ≤ q/2. When n 2 q +n q ≤ q/2, q ≤ p q +q/2, hence p q ≥ q/2, and as it is easy to see, these two facts are equivalent. If, on the other hand, p q ≤ q/2, it follows that n 2 q + n q = q − p q ≥ q/2, hence n q ≥ −1+ √ 1+2q 2 ∼ √ 2 √ q/2, for q large.
